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－The circumstantial evidences oｎ secret attack against Japan by

EARTH QUAKE WEAPON by USA－
Letter to

UN Security Council Sanctions Committees

Dear staffes of UN SCSC.
Now author(physicist) must report and protest hidden illegal attack on Japan by
EARTH QUAKE WEAPN(=EQW) by USA.It's a secret means for threaten and tortue for
Japanese to suppress Japanese political movements unfavourable for USA.As this
too serious problem,however,author could not reveal manifest validity,but some
circumstantial evidences(physical principle and historical records) as follows.
Now author strongly peti UN SCSC to secure our security in reasonable ways
discussed and agreed by concerned nations.

❶Physical principle:
①eathquake the mechanism:
Outrageous huge bursting of eathquake energy itself never could be made by any
amount of atomic bombs,then function of earthquake weapon is a triggering on
unstable earthquake sorce S which potentially has and generate outrageous huge
amount of earthquake energy.Essentially it is due to geodynamical distortion
energy reserved and growned between colliding two flowing continetal lands on
global surface.Continetal land flowing is originally due to hydrodyanamical-heat
of geo-core energy(CE) generated by giantic nuclear fusion one in the geo-core.
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②EQW is charge density wave radiated by mono-pole antenna:
⑴Smashing kidney stone by forcusing ultrasonic waves from many direction.
Sound wave is a mass density one of air moleculars.
Then many wave could be increased their synthethised
amplitude by forcusing their direction with
synchoronizing

their

wave

phase.In

this

way,they

could get sufficient power to smash target of kidney
stone.It's a medical apparatus known well.

⑵Smashing stones of earthquake source by forcusing LEW from many directions.
⒜charge density wave(=LEW):
Our dairy using electromagnetic wave in such portable phone is transversal one
radiated by high frequency alternate current in dipole antennna.However in
electromagnetic theoy,there is another mode of longitudinal electrical wave(LEW)
(without magnetic one)radiated by electrical charge in monopole antennna.A LEW
is wellknown as electro-static force between two ± charges of opposite sign.
See items of ① ② ③ in [1]:Overview on "B Wave Generator ≡ BWG" Creating
Electrical Energy from Nothing:http://www.geocities.jp/sqkh5981g/BWG.pdf
⒝Singular feature of LEW radiated
by mono-pole charge antenna without input power(yes,without input power!!).
⒞Singular feature of LEW penetrating in propagation medium without attenuation.
LEW(also called B wave) propagation is a consequence of the charge
conservation low,for which none propagation medum could violate.That is,
nothing attenuation of its propagation.However they could be catched to way of
bypassing to ground potential(earthing)
⒞Similar to way of ⑵,LEW could smash stones of earthquake source by forcusing
those from many directions.

Authorhimself has not seen the actuality of EQW,so above is a possibility.
However he observed the reality of marvelous B wave features both in theoretical
and experimental,which was disclosed in my website(Yes,author is the expert).

❸The historical too curious coincidence of dates in the suspision :
①earthquake weapon(EQW)!!.
Maybe you have known that Japan after the war is not an independent nation,but
belongs to USA in plolitical,economical,and ideological.Hereupon,recent movement
momentum of Japan Democratic Party is expected to win political power in next
election.It's a kind of revolution which knock down dictatorship regime of LDP
of elite class of Japanese mappet invisibly connecting with power of USA since
the end of the war.Yes,Japan has been a dictatorship nation,and it's

a shame of

us Japanese the slave.As for this matter,author of this report entirely peti
against employing inbisible threatenning power of CIA and the artificial
earthquake weapon. Yes,certainly earthquake weapon(EQW)!!.Collision of two or
more ultrasonoic waves focused on a target material point(with extremly high
density of wave) can destroy it.
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unstable earthquake sorce.In following items,you could see incredible coincident
of dates.
⒜Hanshin-Aakashi big air attack by US Air force in the world war 2nd was
in 19/January/1945.
⒝Sun Fernando earth quake of M6.6 in Califolnia was in early morning of
17/January/1994.
⒞Hanshin-Aakashi the big earthquake of M7.2 in Japan was in early morning of
17/January/1995.To be very rarely at that time,Japan Goverment was not
LDP,but short term one of primeminister Murayama Japan socialist party
representative .
⒟In July in 1995,author disclosed above facts and was attacked with electric
shock-gun by terrorists, who has not been arrested by political police.
②Conspiracy and terror against the democratic movements in Japan.
Since then,not only author but also many others had begun to argue on employing
attack with EQW by US military force.The anger and suffer of many victims never
be dissapeared without justice. To tell from the very biggining,hidden political
conspiracy and terror (by CIA and their agents)on the democrat movements(whose
agenda is free and equal partnership between USA,but not that of slavery
relation) has been always going on since the end of the war.They had well known
that the military bases in Japan are also secret espionage bases.
For example,Yokosuka city(authors residence city with US navay base) may be a
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place
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organizations(coorporate and area administration),areas,and individual.Not only
conservative ideolgy groupe,but also religeonal and leftism ones are more worse.
It's a up side down strategy decieving amateure people.Especially the activities
in areas publical administration are worse for citizens.Simply and summary to
tell,"nation and people are those who are exploited by (invisible) nobility
autocrats*)(the highest status in hereditary nobilitism and coorporate family
with beurocrats(including police and military,education,mass media).Up side down
aspects are peculiar feature in espinage for mass decieving in large scale.
*)A.Sutton & K.Millegan,fleshing out skull & bonds,Triendy LLC 2002 in USA.
Consequently, following are those very ugly results.
⑴Children are divided into major slave and minor elite in education.
Both of them are spolied not to think and create by stimulating own
ability,but to imitate and obey by memorizing established knowledges.
Elite is selected to be agent who could adapt own to the established regime.
Corruption in judicial and medical are worse,which is rather similar to USA.
⑵Young adults are in such enviroments not to survive over pension age.
Air,water and jank foods polusion without green zone(which has been destroyed
by surfacing with cement and asphalt),hard tension in working enviroments with
less social-welfare,excess using drug in medical,hard tension in dairy
infomation enviroments causing uneasy and unconsious untrust feeling on the
others by mass communications on crimes,accidents,disaters,and many scandales
(some of those are conspired).Above all,ego-centrism consumer is recommanded.
⑶Hidden inspection and framing up crime and scandal against(politicaly and
ideologicaly)target persons.
Above mentioned are realities of tortued Japan.Those extremely malicious could
be made not by accident,amateure,but by the professional skill highly studied
and educated in the speciall orgainzation.It's also up side down world.
See website.http://upsidedownworld.org/main/

③The deep sins of Japanese before end of world war the 2nd.
Although too malicious aspects of CIA consipiracy on Japan after the war,
I thinked that there might be their own standard of execuse and accuse to do
malicious against Japanese.Yes Japanese before end of the world war the 2nd had
done many big sins in the invasions for neighbourers of Asian people.
⑴The illegal long invasion and depriving nation independent and human right of
Korean people,which has been serious deep hate feeling on Japanese since then.
⑵The illegal invasion and depriving nation independent and human right of
Chinese people.
⑶The illegal invasion and depriving independent right of south Asian nations
people and USSR(Russia Kingdom).
⑷Anti-humanity acts by medical experiments on alive war prisoners by the
infamous 731 corps in world war the 2nd in China. However it's USA who
libetated them after the war by the secret dealing.

Certainly we Japanese still could not become nation people who are respected by
neighbourers.Now most of the people had become spoiled to be more selfish by so
called economic growing since 1960.So we might need a certain severe judgment to
stimulate to conscious for own sins.However to say so,some of them aware of
those facts and try to take action against such momentum.Nevetheless,CIA hate
more against such peoples.Therefore the essential problem may be summarized as
Which do you opt to live with together(peace),or live without together(war) ?.

APPENDIX:The Secret of birth of modern Japan.
The Deep Routed Connection between Japan and UK.
http://www.geocities.jp/sqkh5981g/JapanUK.pdf

